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Term Times
Perth High School
English and Media Studies department

Twitter: @EnglishPhs
#weAREphsreaders

www.phsenglishdept.wordpress.com

Dates for the diary:
N5 10/1/20 CR prelim
24/2/20 RUAE checkpoint
H 10/1/20 CR prelim
2/3/20 RUAE checkpoint
23/3/20 RUAE checkpoint

What’s going on in the
department?
Mon: Climate change (4.17)
S1 football training (Astro after
school)
Tues: Creative writing (4.5 after
school)

#Shelfie
Have you been following Frances and Zelda
(Fitzgerald) our Christmas Elves? They’ve been
using the #shelfie and #weAREphsreaders to
recommend books on Twitter.

What have we been studying in the department?
Drama: ‘Sailmaker’, ‘Men should weep’, ‘Frankenstein’ ‘All my sons’
Prose: ‘Lord of the Flies’ ‘The Vanished’ ‘Heroes’
Poetry: ‘Glasgow 5th March’ ‘Mid Term Break’ ‘Shooting Stars’
Media: ‘Brave’ ‘Shawshank Redemption’ ‘The man from uncle’

Wed: Creative writing (4.5)
Poetry Society (4.4)
Thurs: Debate
Fri:

Mahjong

(4.17)
(4.13)

See individual teachers for
supported study session times
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Drumroll please…

S2 Authors
Mr Caldwell’s class have managed to
raise an astonishing £330 for the WWF
with the sale of their short story book,
“Tales from the 5th Floor”. They were
most recently selling it at the Christmas
Fair.

The WWF came in to speak to S2 about their charity work and how the money they have
raised will be used
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S1 Scots unit
Mrs Fraser’s S1 hiv bin reading, scrievin,
harknin, an spiking in Scots this term. Their
hamewirk wis titled ‘Great Scot’ n they
managed to mak Scot’s recipes, wee stories,
shortbreed, Kelpies and facts aboot famous
Scots.

Mrs Fraser’s S1 also designed Wee Mannies and Wee Lassies (Mr Men and Little
Miss) and scrieved stories in Scots. Here is an example fae yin group.

Author visit
Matthew Fitt visited oor skweel to
blether aboot his Scots books to an S1
and S2 class and get us scrievin in
Scots. We his a rare efternein and
learned mare Scots wirds to use in oor
werk.
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Brave: Media
Mrs Fraser’s S1 class were studying the
representation of Scotland in Pixar’s film,
‘Brave’. They studied the media techniques
of camera angles, mise-en-scene and
music/sound. The class worked together to
create informative posters displaying what
they had learned. Here are some examples
of their informative posters.

Author visit

The creative writing club and
Advanced Higher had the privilege of
hearing some tips for writing from
author
Ann
MacLaren.
These
included:
1)
Always carry a notebook
2)
Do something you wouldn’t
normally do
3)
Collect names (graveyards are
a good source of inspiration)
4)
Read Twitter and other social
media to see conversations
5)
Read problem pages and
answer the problem in your story.
Thanks to Miss Cafferty (PE) for
putting us in touch
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Library
Information skills and Reading Cloud
S1 have been back for their second Library lesson, this time looking at
information skills and introducing them to the Reading Cloud. For
those who did not get the chance to accompany a class to the Library
for this, we covered:
-

Identifying keywords for information searching, both in print (using a
book index) and online
The importance of click-through to websites i.e. not just taking info from
search result snippets or answer boxes.
Quick intro to bibliographies
Exploration of the Reading Cloud…how to: find what books we have and their
availability, filter search results, check book loans, find recommended
websites as well as books.

There are many more features on the Reading Cloud that we did not have time to
cover in this lesson; pupils can add book reviews, create reading lists and get book
recommendations. Many classes seemed to have fun with it, so please do
encourage them to access it at home or in school. All books – fiction and non-fiction
- are keyworded, so whether they want a novel about a dog or a non-fiction book
about dog breeds, they should be able to find what we have! We are also slowly
adding websites to the Reading Cloud: those we have vetted as appropriate and
trustworthy for our pupil’s information needs, meaning that the Reading Cloud (and
by association, the Library) is a source of reliable information beyond our
bookshelves. If there are any you can suggest, please do let us know. If any
member of staff would like to explore the Reading Cloud for themselves, please let
me know and I’ll remind you of your log-in details.

Interhouse debate
This term saw the return of the English department Interhouse
debate. The topic that was debated was: Should Climate change
classes be taught in schools. It was a lively debate and the
judges Miss Cowan, Mr Dewar and Madame Moulier had a
tough choice but awarded the winning points to Ella (S5) in
Pitheavlis. Well done to Duncan, Sally, Keir, Lucy and Luke for
taking part.
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SET PHASERS TO STUN!

This November the Perth High School Library Team beamed down reinforcements from Science and
English to raise the profile of reading and celebrate all things related to ‘science writing’ and ‘science
in fiction’. “Back to the Future’s” Dr. Emmett Brown greeted pupils at the gateway and led them
through their voyage!
S1 pupils enjoyed Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde’s
forensic science activity in which they had to
complete a Chromatography experiment to
establish which ink had been used in some
rather nasty poisoned pen activity. Draco
Malfoy surprised all by applying his usually
scheming machinations to acts for good as his
black magic turned to science and he taught
pupils how the true pen can be revealed!
Katniss Everdeen employed her methodical
and problem-solving approach to assist pupils
in matching DNA markers to suspects. All in,
our budding forensic scientists learned the
importance of robust and cross-checked
evidence. Watch out CSI; they’re coming for your jobs!
Amy Johnson set course for a journey through ‘science and fiction’. Co-piloted by Isaac Newton and
Gamora, pupils were grouped into planets and stars. Each team competed throughout the quiz for
points! Knowledge of scientists, books, historical writing, television shows and movies were all
explored in this great adventure.
Mrs Frizzle set imaginations alight in her engineering task! Assisted by classic red shirt Star Trek crew
member.
* Please note, we are happy to announce that no harm befell classic red shirt Star Trek crew member
during the day’s mission.
Mrs Frizzle kept a tight handle on her resources! Each team was only allocated a small bundle of
spaghetti, a marshmallow and several strips a masking tape. They had to create an Isambard
Kingdom Brunel style masterpiece that could support the weight of a book. The challenge? The
tallest structure would earn the team the privilege of being be deemed the finest engineers in the
room!
Each of these tasks reinforced the importance of acknowledging the great people and discoveries
that have come before us. They also taught the value and importance of accessing this knowledge
and then getting involved to push on our own skills. Creativity, experimentation, innovation,
compassion and reading can change the world!

“Live your life as an exclamation rather than an explanation.” – Isaac Newton.
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S1 Frankenstein (drama)
Ms Betram’s S1 have been studying the play ‘Frankenstein’ and were set the
homework task of recreating one of the scenes from the play. She was very
impressed with all the efforts that ranged from storyboards to full scale dioramas.

Odd Socks
Ms Bertram, Mrs Fraser and Mrs Easson
proudly wearing their odd socks to
celebrate #antibullyingweek and everyone
being unique.
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S3 Media
The Media Skills class have been making trailers about
the benefits of exercise, and the benefits of reading.
They will be shown at local primary schools.

Wall of Fame
Have you seen the Wall of Fame outside Mr Kearn’s
room? It is a space that the English department can use
to share brilliant pieces of work. At the moment, there
are poems written by S2 Pupils.
Here are some examples for you to read.

By Malwina

Higher Spoken Language

by Eli
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Spoken Language Unit
Mrs Fraser’s S5 Higher class were tasked with creating a presentation about one of
our class texts: ‘Men Should Weep’ or ‘The Catcher in the Rye for their spoken
language unit. They all had to create a resource that could be shared with the class,
and here are some examples of what they created.

